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ON THE BOTTLENECK AND CAPACITY ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS
Wojciech Szpankowski*
Department of Computer Science
Purdue University
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Abstract
The bottleneck (capacity) assignment problem seeks for a set of entries in a matrix A,
one for each column and row, that minimizes (maximizes) the largest (smallest) ele-
ment over all such sets. Our interest lies in finding the asymptotically exact solution
to these problems in a probabilistic framework, that is, under the asswnption that ele-
ments in the matrix are independent random variables with common distribution
function F(·). It is proved that the optimal values for the bottleneck and capacity
assignment problems asymptotically become F-1o.og nln) and F-1(1 -log nln) in
probability respectively, where n is the size of the matrix. Fmally, we shall show
that a greedy version of the problem produces asymptotically the optimal solution,
however, the cost of the greedy algorithms is much cheaper.
Keywords: assignment problems, heuristics, greedy algorithms, order statistics.
1. Introduction
Most algorithms are designed to optimize the worst-case performance. Many elegant con-
srructions have been set up in this endeavor. We note, however, that such a consrruction has to
cope efficiently with unrealistic, even pathological inputs and the possibility is neglected that a
simpler algoritlun might perform just as well, or even better in practice. One possible solution
is to look at an algorithm from the probabilistic view point, so rather typical inputs instead of
pathological ones are investigated. This probabilistic approach to design algorithms was practi~
cally fulfilled a decade ago when it became clear that the prospects for showing the existence of
polynomial algorithms for NP-hard problems were very dim. TILis fact and apparently a high
success rate of heuristic approaches applied not only to NP-hard problems, led computer
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scientists to undertake a more serious investigation of probabilistic approximation algorithms
[KA].
In this paper we investigate the capacity and oottleneck assignment problems (we further
refer to them as CAP and BAP respectively) in a probabilistic framework. [GG,AV). These
problems can be formulated as follows. Let A = {ajj} fJ=1 be a n x n matrix of real numbers
which we further call weights. In the bottleneck (capacity) assignment problem, we ask to
minimize (maximize) the largest (smallest) element over all possible sets of n entries in A, one
from each row and column. In. our probabilistic framework. we assume that lhe elements of the
matrix A are selected randomly and independently with distribution function F(·). Under this
assumption. we shall show that the optimal values of the BAP and CAP converge in probability
and in mean to F-10og nln) and F-10 -log nln) respectively. This settles the problems left
open in [00] and [WE]. As a consequence of our solution, we obtain a greedy algorithm which
works in probability as good as the optimal one, that is, the relative error between the greedy
and the optimal solutions tends to zero as n becomes large. This leads to O(n 2 ) heuristic algo-
rithm, and it suggests a more general problem: under what conditions a greedy algorithm can
match in a probabilistic sense the quality of the optimal one. We are working along these lines,
and some progress is reported in [SZ].
The bottleneck assignment problem (BAP) in a probabilistic framework was discussed in
[GG,AV], and also shortly in [LU,WE]. In particular, Garfinkel and Gilbert [GG] have proved a
lower bound for unifonnly distributed weights that matches our lower bound. Weide [WE] has
shown also an upper bound of the fonn F-1(C log n/n), however, the constant C was not deter-
mined. Actually, for Weide to prove his result he had to use a JX;Iwerful result of Posa from a
random graph theory [BOl. Our approach is completely different and we use only elementary
property of the problem, and some results from order statistics [GAl (sec also Section 3).
Nevertheless, the methodological approach adopted in this paper is not restricted to the assign-
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ment problems. In particular, it can be applied to the analysis of traveling salesman problems,
spanning trees, geometric location problems, minimum weighted clique problems and so on
[SZ].
The paper is organized as follows. In lhe next section. we present our main results and
discuss some consequences of them. All proofs are delayed to Section 3. where we establish a
general framework. to deal with the maximum of a set of random variables.
2. Main Results
In this section we give a precise fommlation of the problem, present our main results and
discuss some consequences of our findings.
,
Let A = {aij} ?J=l be an n x TI matrix of real numbers (weights) and by 00 we denote a
permutation of the set of indices {1,2, ... I n}. The set of all permutations of {1,2, ...• n} is
denoted by BII • and naturnlly the cardinality of 8 11 is n!, that is. IBn. I = n! The bottleneck
assignment problem (BAP) seeks such a permutation cr that minimizes max aj a(i). That is,
1 SiS II •
the objective function Zmin for (BAP) is
Zmin = min { rnax Qicr(i)J
(JeB. l.!::i.!::11 •
(2.1)
On the other hand, the objective function ZmllX for the capacity assignment problem (CAP) is a
reverse to (2.1), that is,
(2.2)
The formulation (2.1) and (2.2) are in fact more general than needed for BAP and CAP prob-
lerns. For example (2.1) can be interpreted as the bottleneck traveling salesman problem, if one
defines Bn as all Hamiltonian circuits in a graph span over n vertices and alj is understood as a
weight assigned to the (i,;)-edge. In the same spirit (2.2) is a correct formulation for the capa-
city traveling salesman problem [52]. In fact, interpreting the weights Qjj in the last examples
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as the capacity of the edge (i,)), we can nicely motivate the names given to these two problems.
We shall analyze both problems in a probabilistic framework by assuming that the weights
Qij are independently and identically distributed (Li.d) random variables with common distribu-
tion functions F('), In addition, we assume that F(x) is an increasing function of x. (Note that
Fe-> is always nondecreasing as a distribution function, but in addition, we require that FO is
strictly increasing). By the last assumption. we note that
F(Zmin) = min ( max F(a;a(i»}
aE B. 1 S.iSn •
(2.13)
and the same holds for (2.2). This reflects the fact that the solution of (2.1) and (2.2) does not
depend on the individual values of alj. but only the ranking of the solution is important This
also implies that proving optimality of the problem for one particular distribution is enough to
obtain a general solution. In particular, we shall use the fact that for any random variable X
with the distribution F(·) the mapping F(X) = U transforms X into a uniformly distributed ran-
dom variable U [RE]. It will be convenient, as we shall see later, to work at the beginning with
the exponential distribution.
Our main results can be formulated as follows.
THEOREM.(i) For the bottleneck assignment problems, the solution Zmin in (2.1) converges in
probability to the following constant F-1(log nln), where log represents the natural logarithm.
More precisely, as n tends to infinity
z·
lim DUn = 1 in probability
n -+"'" F-10og nln)
In addition, if the r-th moment of the weights aU exists, then for large n
EZ~ = (1 + o(l»)[P-' (log nln)]'
where EZ:;'in stands for the r-th moment of Z~in.








In addition. assuming that the r-lh moment of the weights exists, then
EZ:;'u = (I + o(I»[r'(l-log nln)J'
where EZ~DX is the r-tIl moment of ZmllX'
(2.5)
o
We delay the proof of the theorem and all necessary technicalities to the next section. The
rest of this section is devoted to provide an interpretation of our theorem, and to discuss some
consequences of it in terms of designing sub-optimal algorithms solving BAP and CAP prob-
lems.
As far as interpretation is concerned, condition (2.2) implies that the probability
Pr{ IZmin1F-1 (log nln) -11 > E} becomes smaller and smaller for larger values of TI, that is.
lim Pr{ IZminlp-l(log nln) - 11 > E} = O. Roughly speaking, this means that it is very
.~~
unlikely that Zmin differs from F-1(log nl n) by more than Eo whatever E > 0 is selected. On the
other hand, condition (2.3) implies that lim EZ~/[F-I(log nln)t = I, so the Nh moment of
.~~
the objective function Zmin is well approximated by [F-l(log nln)Y for large n. These facts
imply that for large n the objective function (a random variable) Zmin becomes a degenerate ran-
dom variable such that Zmin - EZmin in probability. This suggests also that any algorithm
which produces a solution within an order of magnitude of p-I(log nln) is acceptable in the
sense that the probability of error between this algorithm and the optimal solution becomes zero
for large n (for more details see error lemma in (WE]). We next concentrate on this observa·
tion, and give some remarks concerning the designing of some heuristic solutions which are
suboptimal for our problems.
A brute force solution to either BAP or CAP requires O(n!) time complexity, however. a
clever solution of Edmonds [ED] and Gabow (GB] needs only 0 (n 3 ). A question arises whether
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a greedy algorithm can produce/aster a solution which is close to the optimal one. In general.
by greedy solution. one means a discrete version of the steepest descent algorithm [NW], that is,
such that at each step the algorithm gives the greatest (smallest) immediate increase in the value
of the objective function. For BAP the greedy solution is as follows. We first select the
minimum element from the first column and delete it together with the row containing this ele-
ment. We repeat the same with the second column, and so on. Finally, we find maximum of
the elements just found. This is a feasible algorithm which belongs to a class of greedy ones.
Naturally, it upper bounds the optimal solution and in Section 3, we use this upper bound to
prove OUf main result. In particular I if Zgrd deno1cS the value of the objective function for the
greedy solution, we prove that ZgTd - F-1(log nln), hence Zmin/Zsrd - 1 in probability. The
ready conclusion is that the greedy algorithm works as good as the optimal one in the sense that
the error between these two tends to zero for large n. Naturally, the greedy algorithm is
cheaper, and it is easy to see that the complexity is equal to O(n 2). A more general question,
however, arises. For what class of problems a greedy algorithm matches the quality of the
optimal, more expensive. one in a probability sense. A solution to this problem will generalize
matroid [NW] and greedoid structures [KL] which are proved to produce exact optimal solutions
from a class of greedy algorithms. We are worldng along these lines and some progress is
reported in [SZ].
3. Analysis and Some More Results
In this section we prove our theorem. We shall concentrate on BAP problems, and during
the analysis we propose a methodology which is easily extended to the CAP problem.
To prove our estimate on Zmin defined in (2.1), we lower bound and upper bound the
objective function (a random variable) by two other random variables which are easier to evalu-
ate. For the lower bound ~ we select the minimum value in each column of A, and then take
the maximum over all such elements. That is
-7-
"'I
Z = max { min aij} S min { max Qj a(i)} = Zmin
- ISjS .. ISiSn oS' GE: B. l:SiSn •
(3.1)
where S is stochastically smaller [ST]. The upper boWld for Zmin is conceptually easy to con-
"
Strucl Indeed, selecting a particular permutation, say 0*, by the definition of the problem we
must have Zmin ::;; Z(o*). It seems to be interesting to select the solution cr* such that the algo-
rithm becomes a greedy one. TIIis can be done as follows in a sequence of n steps. In the first
step, we select the minimum element of the first column in A, and delete this column together
with the row it contains. The resulting matrix is A (2). We apply the same arguments to A(2)
constructing A (3) and so on, and finally A (n) which is just one remaining element in the last
column. Let Zgrd denote the value of the objective function for such a greedy construction.
Since the elements Q;j of A are i.i.d. random variables. the equivalent form of Zgrd is as follows
so finally




The problem is solved once we establish some asymplOtics for order statistics defined in (3.1)
and (3.2), namely the maximum of independent, however not necessary identical distributed,
random variables.
Let X b X 2 , .. . , X" be a sequence of random variables each distributed according to
G,o, .... G,O. Define
M, = max {X;}
ISiS"
(3.4)
We are interested in the behavior of M" for large values of n. In particular, we shall study con-
vergence of M" in probability sense. We restrict the class of distribution functions G 1(X),
G2(X), . .. , G,,(x) to ones satisfying the following two conditions
(i)
(ii)
foreveryk=I,2, ... ,n Gk(X) < 1 for x<oo
uniformly in k = 1,2, ... , n (3.5)
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lim ..,I_-_G.,::''''(CX..,:-) = 0
~ -._ 1 - G.t(x)
c>1 (3.6)
Let us also define all. as the smallest solution to the next equation
•L [I - G,(o.)] = I
.\:=1
We prove the following lemma.
Lemma.(i) If conditions (3.5) and (3.6) hold, then
(3.7)
in probability (3.8)
where an is the solution of (3.7).
(ii) If, in addition to (3.5) and (3.6), XI ,X2•...• Xn are independent. then
M.
lim - ~ I in probability
11-+- an
(iii) Assume hypotheses of (ii) hold and the r-th moments of XI'X2' ...• X" exist. then
EM~ = (1 + 0 (l»a~
and a,.. as before, is defined in (3.7).
(3.9)
(3.10)
Proof(i) Let R.t(x) = 1 - G.\:(x) = Pr {X.t > x}. Note that, taking also into account (3.5), we can
upper bound [RE]





Put r = all (1 + e). and note that (3.6) implies R.t(an(I + e» = o (l)R,I;(a/l) unifoIDlly in k, so from
(3.11) we obtain
•
PrIM. > (I +E)a.) =0(1) L R,(a.)=o(l)
k=1
by (3.7). This proves Lemma (i).
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(ii) To prove (3.9) we assume, in addition that X I. X2 ••.. I X" are independent, that is,
PriM, < r} ~Pr[XI S r, X, S r .... , X, S r} =G1(r)'" G,(r) (3.12)
It is more convenient to deal with logarithm of (3.12). We first note that for v --7 1 [GAl
log v = log[1 - (1- v)] S v - I, hence for (3.12)
~
logPr(M, <r] S- ~ [I-G,(r)]
,t",1
(3.13)
Let r = (l - e)a". E > O. Then to prove (3.9), we need to show that the RHS of (3.13) tends to
_00 when n --700 for r = (l - e)a". But substituting in (3.6) x = zlc for c> lone finds
I-G,(x)~o(l) (I-G,(zle». Let lie = I-E < I, then by (3.7) and the above one shows
n 1 n 1
~ [I - G,(I - E)O,)] ~ -(I) ~ [I - G,(o,)] ~ -(I)
~ 0 t~ 0
so this proves log Pr{MIi < (1 - £)Oll ) --7 _00, and it completes the derivation of (3.9).
(3.14)
p
(iii) In Lemma eii), we have proved that Mn --7 an' This would imply convergence in mean
(3.10) if one proves that X I. X2•...• XII are uniformly integratable [RE]. This fact is proved in
[LR] assuming (3.6) holds and X 10 X2 , ... , X" possess r-th moments.,
o
Now we are ready to prove our main result. that is, Theorem from Section 2. We consider
first the lower bound Z given by (3.1). Let XI; = min Qjj where Qij is F(') distributed. Note
- ISiSn
that GI;(X) = Pr {XI; > x) = [1 - F(x)r, since Qij are Li.d. To apply our lemma, we must select
a distribution F(·) satisfying (3.5) and (3.6). Since, as noticed before, the solution to the BAP
problem is distribution-independent, we can select any distribution without loss of generality.
Therefore, we assume aU are exponentially distribution, that is F(x) = 1 - e-x . The last step
before applying our lemma, is to solve equation (3.7). In our case it becomes
ne-lUI. = 1
- 10-
so, an. = log nln. We note that U = F(X) is unifonnly distributed. so for F(x) = 1 - e-;r. we
find that an for uniformly distributed weights is
~an = 1- exp (-log nln) = + o(1og nln)
n
(3.15)
This directly implies that Zmin ~ F-1(log nln + o(1og nln» for any distribution function F(·).
To prove upper boWld on Zmin I we consider the greedy algoritJun described before and
investigate Zgrd defined in (3.2). Now, we define Xi = min aij. so
k:!f:iSn
G,\:(x) = Pr {Xk > x) = [1 - F(X)]II-*. As in the case of the lower bound, we choose to work
with exponential distributions F(x) = 1 - e-J:, then (3.5) and (3.6) are easy to verify. The equa-
tion (3.7) for an. becomes
_",n -{n.-lp -a
l=e·...... +e "+"'+e"
To solve (3.16) we note that the equivalent equation (e.g., y =e-aO )
(3.16)
has asymptotically the following
yll + yn.-l + ... +Y = 1
solution y = 1 -~ which
n
is easy to verify. Hence,
e--0" = 1 -log nln, and finally an. = log nln + 0 (log nln). This proves upper bound
Zmin s: Zgrd - p-l (log nln) and completes the proof of our Theorem (i).
The proof of the second part of our Theorem is derived in a similar way. This time, how-
ever, we must concentrate on minimum of a set X I, X 2, ... , XII of random variables. A lemma
similar to the one proved in the paper can be formulated for mil = min{X 1, ... , Xn }. We need,
however, to replace in (3.5) - (3.7) I - Gk(x) by the distribution function Gk(x). In particular,
(3.7) becomes
•E G,(a.) = 1
k=1
(3.17)
The other steps of the previous proof are the same. In particular, a solution to (3.17) for nega-
tive exponential disbibution becomes all - I - log nln, as needed in Theorem (ii).
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